We introduce Repetition-Reduction network (RRNet) for resource-constrained depth estimation, offering significantly improved efficiency in terms of computation, memory and energy consumption. The proposed method is based on repetition-reduction (RR) blocks. The RR blocks consist of the set of repeated convolutions and the residual connection layer that take place of the pointwise reduction layer with linear connection to the decoder. The RRNet help reduce memory usage and power consumption in the residual connections to the decoder layers. RRNet consumes approximately 3.84 times less energy and 3.06 times less memory and is approaximately 2.21 times faster, without increasing the demand on hardware resource relative to the baseline network 
Introduction
Depth estimation is one of core issues for many computer vision applications, including AR/VR localization, robotics, autonomous vehicles, Drones and smart factories. Depth learning approaches [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] convincingly outperform those with hand-crafted features [16, 17] . However, these approaches require resourceintensive computations, limiting their use in mobile applications that require a lightweight model and utilize relatively low-end graphics processing units(GPUs).
The most intuitive method of designing a light-weight model is to use light layers with small-sized kernels by suitabley scaling the number of channel parameters using appropriate sub-sampling. Nonetheless, performance * Authors are equally contributed can suffer because the trainable data are expensive and the amount of trainable data are limited. Therefore, prior works have implemented various compensation techniques for trainable data [2, 18, 19, 20] . However, previous approaches to light-weight CNN architectures such as MobileNet [21, 4] , SqueezeNet [2] , and ShuffleNet [3] , are generally designed for the classification-typed architecture, which we call encoder-only network, narrowing down when the network goes to output. For encoder-decoder architectures (e.g., depth estimation and semantic segmentation), current state-of-the-art lightweight CNN models cannot be applied to the decoder architecuture because the model design and data flow differ from those of the encoder-only network, which offsets the model reduction advantages of the encoder structure.
In general, depth estimation methods require an encoderdecoder architecture. Comparing to classification or detection architectures, the encoder-decoder architectures entail more computational complexity and memory. In addition, the many feature channels in the encoder can lead to extensive computation in the decoder because of residual connections. The main challenge is that although deep structures and overlapping information in both encoder and decoder tend to improve performance, such tightly coupled encoder-decoder networks require significant hardware resources in terms of both computation and memory, which hinders efficient deployment in the mobile environment. In this paper we address the problem of how to design a lightweight and high-performance encoder-decoder CNN architectures for depth estimation. In the proposed architecture, the repetition-reduction(RR) blocks can be repeated in either the horizontal or the vertical directions concatenating them using a spatial pyramidal approach [14, 15] . RR blocks connect a layer in the encoder to one in the decoder similar to skip connections in the UNet(Ronneberger et al.) [22] . The pointwise layer in the RR block signifi-cantly reduce the feature map size. Verification of the RRNet using real mobile GPU hardware showed the RRNet outperformed current lightweight models in terms of performance, runtime and hardware usage. Moreover, lightweight architecture reduce training time by increasing the GPU utilities.
Related Work
Here, we briefly review some of the major approaches to supervised and unsupervised depth estimation methods and lightweight network architectures.
Supervised Depth estimation Most depth estimation methods [11, 12, 14, 13, 15] use supervised approaches, which achieve better performance than unspervised methods. In particular, Ranjan et al. [14] , Hui et al. [15] and Chang et al. [23] used one or two spatial pyramid network using Spatial Pyramid Pooling(SPP) [24] and obtained SOTA results. SPP has been intensively used in encoderdecoder architecture [25, 23, 26] . In [26, 27] , the SPP module uses adaptive average pooling to compress features into four scales, followed by a pointwise convolution to reduce feature dimension, and different levels of feature maps are concatenated to form the final SPP feature maps.
Those good performance in supervised methods are caused by the ground truth data. However, it is very difficult to prepare a training dataset because a human is required to perform detailed ground-truth depth labeling for various camera view-points in a large dataset. Thus, more attention is now being focused on unsupervised learning, which does not require the manual labeling of the dataset by a human.
Unsupervised Depth estimation Unsupervised depth learning [6, 7, 8, 10, 9] offers the benefits of out requiring a pre-training or annotated ground-truth depths which is surprisingly expensive to obtain because of the expensive depth sensors such as LiDARs, Radars and laser scanners. These sensors also have other limitations. LiDAR has shallow channel which hardly cover the full image resolutions. In the case of active sensors such as Kinect and TOF, they have holes around object boundaries and are sensible to strong visible light as well.
In [9, 10] , unsupervised learning removes the need for separate supervisory signals (depth or ego-motion ground truth, or multi-view video) and they achieve good performance by introducing camera ego-motion in the learning process. Godard [1] achieved the good performance in CVPR 2017 due to generating right image from the left image with left-right consistency without ground truth. Godard uses VGG and ResNet architecture and generated decoder similar to the encoder's VGG and ResNet in the inverse way.
Light-weight Network Designs There have been many attempts to make deep neural network lighter -Deep compression method [28] , Quantization method [29] , Low rank approaximation method [30] , Matrix decomposition method [31] , Sparse winograd based CNN method [32] and so on.
On the other hand, various light-weight network [2, 21, 3] propose architectural approaches such as SqueezeNet [2] , MobileNet v2 [4] and ShuffleNet [3] . SqueezeNet [2] compress the model by introducing fire module. Fire module divides the input tensor into convolution layers with different kernel sizes of 3 x 3 and 1 x 1, respectively. After then, it concatenates them as an output tensor to reduce weight parameters. This module can be considered multiple fire modules within a network. Depthwise Separable Convolution (DWconv) [33] is a layer factorization approach that widely used for light-weight network and is also used in other stateof-the-art lightweight architectures [4, 21, 3] . Our proposed design block also uses DWconv. This technique factorizes a standard convolution layer into 3 x 3 depthwise convolution and 1 x 1 pointwise convolution. The depthwise convolution has a very light amount of computation and parameters, since each channel of the input performs a convolution by corresponding to a single depth filter. 1 x 1 pointwise convolution receives this and adjusts the output channel to required amount of network.
MobileNet v2 [4] proposes a design block which mainly based on inverted residuals, linear bottlenecks and depthwise separable convolutions [33] . Also, they proposed the light-weight architecture with shrinking parameters to change the model size, called depth multiplier with a parameter d. ShuffleNet [3] compress the model by using group convolutions and adopting channel shuffle operation which allows the feature information to interchange actively. They experimentally demonstrated the effectiveness of channel shuffling through a group parameter g along with a lightweight architecture.
We notice that bottleneck block is very efficient method for model compression because the bottleneck block is utilized in MobileNet, ShuffleNet and DenseNet as well. However, in the bottleneck block, the information in the upper layer is transmitted to the bottom layer by adding operation and the block end 1x1 convolution that contract the information. However, what if there is no residual information from the upper layer? For example, in encoder-decoder architecture, the information of a layer in the encoder pass to a layer in the decoder, not to the bottom layer. MobileNet v2 [4] investigate semantic segmentation [26] . Here, they did not consider the layers in the decoder structure in the lightweight view point.
It is necessary to consider that the layer compressed by 1x1 convolution have enough information without skip connection.
Justification of Our Design Direction Repeating convolution layers has been validated as an effective network design approach. Deep VGG [34] networks, for instance, are built by adding convolutional layers of similar hyperparameters to achieve very high performance. The number of such convolutional layers ranges from 11 to 19 layers in VGG16: conv-64 layer is repeated twice, conv-128 twice, conv-256 three times, and so on, with max pooling layers inserted between repeated layers. In this work, we parameterize the repetition as r to simplify the problem of network design and exploration.
On the other hand, GoogLeNet [19] introduced a block level design that makes network design faster. For instance, GoogLeNet reiterates inception blocks (or modules) nine times. Our approach is to combine both the layer-wise repetition of VGG [34] and the block-based design approach of GoogLeNet [19] . That is, our repetition is between pooling and pooling-like layers, similar to VGG network, with a lightweight building block, the RR block, like GoogLeNet.
The main problems with block repetition are the memory size, power consumption, and overfitting issues. According to the "No Free Lunch" (NFL) theorem [35] , the hypothesis space is limited by the amount of training data. In other words, the limited amount of training data dictates the upper bound for the number of parameters. Therefore, RR blocks should be very lightweight in spite of many iterations.
From this perspective, we exploit the fact that a 1x1 convolution with expanding layers can reduce not only computational complexity but also the number of parameters. The ability to reduce the number of parameters is particularly crucial in the encoder-decoder architecture to transfer feature information effectively to the decoder. Our use of 1x1 convolution layers as the reduction and abstraction mechanism to simplify the data transfer in the encoder-decoder architecture is one of our key contributions. By first compressing features through 1x1 convolution, and passing its output to the decoder, we can vastly decrease the decoder complexity with minimal impact on the network performance.
Recently, many studies have shown that a 1x1 convolution can very effectively reduce the number of computation. The 1x1 convolution also plays an important role in bottleneck approach [36] , by rearranging the layers to reduce the complexity caused by the kernel window and the channel depth. GoogLeNet [19] also adopts 1x1 convolution in its inception module to reduce computational complexity by reducing weight parameters and the corresponding number of multiplications and accumulations.
Methods
As shown in Figure 1 and as further detailed in this section, the main modules of RRNet can be divided into two sections, namely RR block and CDC module, corresponding to green and red regions, respectively. The RR block located in the encoder performs feature extraction and information propagation by repeat operation, and the CDC module collects features to be passed to the decoder. 
Repetition and Reduction (RR) Block
In Figure 1 , the green region highlights the layer repetition component, similar to the basic unit of MobileNet [4] and ShuffleNet [3] . A single unit consists of two layers: a 1x1 convolution layer for reduction and a 3x3 depthwise separable convolution layer for expansion.We adopt an atrous operation in 3x3 depthwise separable convolution layer as shown in Figure 1 . A RR block adopts the bottleneck structure in order to send reduced features to the following CDC module, instead of inverted bottleneck structure in [4] . The bottleneck layer acts as a dimension reduction component, as in principal component analysis(PCA) [36] . To leverage this critical reduction potential, the proposed RRNet intensifies this bottleneck layer by iterating a RR block and stacking each output per repetition. we derive repetition parameter r from the number of repetition of RR blocks. Each iteration can follow two paths. One path is for the next layer in the encoder; the other path leads to the decoder. In the decoder path, each output per iteration is stacked in the CDCs. This block is repeated by the parameter r. Here, we introduce another two hyperparameters, a reduction parameter rr and a expansion parameter re. rr is the number of output channel in stage 1 by pointwise convolution and re is the number of output channel present after expanding the input through 3x3 depthwise separable convolution (DWconv), which limit the computation or the number of parameters when the channel numbers change. In Figure 2 , rr and re are showed in the above the RR block. The repetition enriches the model information, resulting in better performance with little changed in Table 1 .
The RR block has a very efficient structure and can construct CDCs through repetition. A RR block R(X i ) can be denoted by the following formula: R(X i ) = F c1×1 (F dws−c (F c1×1 (X i ))) (1). CDCs can stack feature maps produced by the RR block. However, the RR block provides a very light-weight unit block for repetition. As shown in the manuscript, a larger number of repetitions does not increase the model size. In the Table 1 , only the encoders of the two experiments are different: Godard's and RRNet's. The RRNet encoder comprised RR blocks. Table 1 shows that, by adopting RR blocks in the encoder, the parameters are reduced from 31.6M to 8.8M with a slight degradation in performance.
Condensed Decoding Connection(CDC)
The proposed architecture then collects the outputs of the repeated reduction layers as repetition for the condensed decoding connections (CDCs), in the red region in Figure 1 , and forward them to 1x1 pointwise convolution layer, which we call the reduction layer. This layer plays a very important role, collecting the encoder's feature information and sending it to the decoder. In the CDC component, various atrous pyramidal features are stacked separately and forwarded to reduction layer, which handles feature explosion. The atrous rate is increased at a certain rate according to the number of necessary iterations r, thereby maximizing the diversity of features. We used an initial rate as six, which then increased to 12, 18, ... upon repetition.
The preservation of a limited number of channels with a linear bottleneck is the key to efficiency in MobileNet v2 [4] . Here, we apply the linear bottleneck to connect not only residuals but also the decoder layers using CDCs. The stacked atrous pyramidal features are compressed by 1x1 reduction layer. Then, the reduction layer is delivered to the decoder in a non-activated form that guarantees linearity. Because of repetition, the number of stacked CDC channels is large; for example, 128 channel repeated 6 times is equivalent to 768 channels. We reduce this number by applying the 1x1 reduction layer, resulting the output can be 128 channels, equivalent to rr or re and then connected to the decoder layer. The CDC output is then applied to pointwise 1x1 convolution (called reduction layer) for transmission to the decoder as seen in Figure 1 . Because of a 1x1 convolution, the total output size becomes much smaller than conventional architectures. In short, with the smaller unit RR block, enriched CDC features and a 1x1 linear reduction layer, we significantly reduce the number of parameters and energy consumption and obtain better performance.
A CDC is an enriched version of the skip connection. The skip connection can be represented by F (x) + x. The "+" makes the shortest path from the top layer to the bottom layer in the backward propagation process. The "+" are considered as operations to add more edges in the computation graph, which smoothens the loss function and improves its performance. Furthermore, a greater number of nodes can lead to a more complex computation but the additional edges are relatively smaller increase in computation complexity. Therefore, CDCs add more edges with the same number of nodes in the network. Assuming a network with L layers with symmetric skip connections, we denote F c and F d as the convolution and deconvolution in each layer with ReLU and R(X i ) is a RR block with input
where Ω denotes CDCs. We assume information on the convolutional feature map X i is to be passed to the corresponding deconvolutional layer
. We compute the derivative of loss with respect to a parameter θ as follows: (5) . Therefore, the gradients corresponding to CDCs carry larger gradients than a only skip connection and it is less likely to approach zero gradients. Table 2 compares the skip connection with our CDCs. Using the same RRNet encoder, we vary the connection type and the corresponding decoder size. In the VGG×1/8 ("×" refers depth reduction ratio of each channel) decoder case, the skip connection had 1.2M parameters and the CDCs had 1.16M parameters; however, the performance of the CDCs was better than that of the skip connection. Moreover, CDC×1/16 had only 0.91M parameters and achieved a higher accuracy than the skip connection with 1.2M parameters. Owing to the enriched information in CDCs, the network with the fewer parameters can preserve performance.
RRNet for Efficient Encoder-Decoder Architecture
In current encoder-decoder architectures, an increase in the encoder's complexity leads to a rise in the decoder's complexity. By applying the bottleneck approach, the encoder produces a smaller feature map. To extract information, we expand the next layer using the 3x3 depth-wise separable convolution layer.
RR blocks can be repeated either vertically, horizontally, or in both directions. Vertical repetition allows our network to go deeper and horizontal repetition enables stacking and concatenation with several convolution layers, emulating the atrous spatial pyramid model [27] . In other words, by adjusting the a few parameters in the RR block, we can generate various encoder-decoder models with deep and rich structures.
The information flow of RRNet can be divided into an encoding flow and a decoding flow. The encoding flow enhances performance by expanding the amount of informa- tion through accumulating convolutional layers with high complexity. Here, the bottleneck layer is arranged in the middle of layers to limit the number of parameters and associated demands on computation resources. The bottleneck layer allows information to be forwarded appositely into the inflated space even if collected narrowly in a small space. The encoder uses the repetition parameter r to create repeatedly bottleneck layers and accumulate them as needed.Thus, the encoder expands the amount of information via layer stacking, in a form that also allows intermediate information gathered in a narrow space to be collected separately.
The decoding flow then receive the gathered information in a expansion space, where the received information simply concatenated to a tensor and then forward through the 1x1 pointwise convolution layer that acts as a reduction layer. This layer acts as an intermediary to enable the encoder's information to be properly extended to the decoder.
RRNet Decoder
RRNet Decoder consists of five up-scaling layers. Each layer is based on UNet structure [37] . Up-scaling layer consists of 3 steps: (1) upscale convolution through linear interpolation of feature maps, (2) concatenation of encoder feature information, and (3) 3x3 decoding convolution. The Reconstruction layer from encoder is used here for the concatenation of the second step.
The top three of decoder layers affected by RR blocks of encoder. We created a high-performance model while compressing the decoder very heavily by using CDCs and Reconstruction layers through repetition parameter r. Model architecture of RRNet Decoder are summarized in Table 2 including concatenated CDCs channel and rcn parameter. Table 2 describes RRNet decoder in detail.
In MobileNetv2 [4] , the parameter d is the depth multiplier used as a model shrinking parameter. In ShuffleNet [3] , the parameter g is a group shuffling parameter for regularization. We compared the results with varying parameter d, g and r , as can be seen in Table 1 .
Four r of the RR block (network size: 13M) already achieves the level of performance that is is comparable to MobileNet v2 (size: 59M) Figure 2 shows the detailed baseline architecture and the proposed RRNet structure. The baseline in Figure 2 (a) is from Godard's VGG network [1] . The first row in the Figure 2 (a) corresponds to the encoder and the second and third rows are the decoder. For comparisons, SOTA models such as SqueezeNet, MobileNet v2 and ShuffleNet, are used the same decoder as the decoder of the Godard's VGG nework. In Figure 2 (b) , the decoder of the proposed architecture are much lighter than that of (a) owing to CDCs.
Ablation Experiments We present ablation experiment of repetition parameter ron the KITTI dataset [38] to justify our design approach. For evaluation, we use the RMSE and Abs Rel disparity measure, as can be seen in Table 1 .
Repetition parameters are directly related to the density of CDCs and reconstruction layer which plays an important role in improving the performance of the whole model. Therefore, evaluation was conducted with various repetition parameters. According to our results, we selected the r = 4 case for the RRNet considering computation, parameters, and performance. Then all subsequent RRNet experiments were conducted using the r=4 case. Results are listed in Table 1. RR Block is so small that the number of parameters do not increase high.
Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness of RRNet, we use unsupervised depth estimation [1] as our baseline. Depth estimation provides low-level information, for use by other higherlevel applications, and it is frequently executed as a background process. Therefore, our objective for this evaluation were high performance and minimized runtime and power consumption on mobile devices.
Experimental set-up
Dataset: For evaluation, the KITTI 2015 dataset [38] is adopted, which consists of 200 training image pairs and 200 test image pairs. The baseline method [1] was an unsupervised approach that did not use ground truth depth. KITTI Table 3 . Comparison of depth estimation results, using monodepth [1] as the baseline encoder-decoder architecture. In RRNet, the r value denotes the number of repetition of each RR block. The decoder structure of monodepth [1] is applied to all variations of the SOTA models. 2015 contains 42,382 rectified stereo pairs from 61 scenes, with 1242x375 pixels. We evaluated 200 high qualified disparity images in the training set, covering 28 scenes. The remaining 33 scenes contained 29,000 images for training and 1,159 images for validation. For convenience, we used left and right image together as a single input, and we used 400 images as the test set from KITTI 2015 to evaluate the following variables.
Params (M):
Params is the total number of trainable parameters and we obtained this value using the profiler function provided by TensorFlow [39] .
MAdds (B):
The number of multiplication and addition operations executed during the inference task, referring to the evaluation of all 400 images from KITTI 2015. We also got this value through the profiler function of the TensorFlow.
Memory (MB):
The average amount of system memory occupied by the application during inference task. The reason why the target is system memory is because TX2 shares system memory instead of local device memory.
Runtime (sec): The total execution time consumed by the application during the inference task.
Power (W): The average number of watts consumed by the application during the inference task.
Energy (J): The total energy consumption by the application expressed in joules during inference task.
Evaluation Metric We adopted the same metrics used in [1] . Given a ground truth depth D = d and predicted deptĥ D =d, we evaluated the results using the following metrics:
(1) RMSE (Linear Root Mean Square Error):
RMSE log (Log scale Invariant RMSE):
Abs Rel (Absolute Relative Error): We assessed RRNet's performance with respect to the results reported in Godard [1] and with PyDNet [5] . Godard's model was used as the baseline for evaluations of both PyDNet [5] and RRNet. For a fair comparison, we trained our network with the same protocol as used in [1, 5] : batches of eight images resized to 256x512x3, ececuting 300 epochs on 29,000 images. Our loss function and hyperparameters are also preserved in [1, 5] .
In [1] , there were two modes for training, namely mono and stereo. These modes are selected according to the number of inputs: the mono mode for a single input and the stereo mode for image inputs by concatenation. In general, stereo approaches outperform monocular approaches via information enrichment. However, stereo can significantly increase memory usage, runtime and energy consumption. To show the effectiveness of RRNet, we adopt the stereo mode for evaluation. Table 2 compares our RRNet with SqueezeNet [2] , ShuffleNet [3] , MobileNet v2 [4] and PyDNet [5] , which are representative lightweight architectures. For the best case referenced in Table 1 , the proposed method decrease the amount of computation is decreased by 4.16 ∼ 13.9 times and the number of parameters by 4.53 ∼ 16.6 times.
These experiments were performed in a resourceconstrained mobile edge device, NVIDIA Jetson TX2 (256 CUDA cores). To evaluate hardware-level statistics such as power consumption and memory, we used tegrastats, which is a built-in executable file in TX2 to obtain all memory statistics, and we implemented an energy measurement script using the system variables associated with the internal power sensors accessible in the TX2 operating system.
For evaluation on other datasets, the Cityscapes dataset is adopted and its results are shown in Table 4 .
Evaluation RRNet on NVIDIA TX2
For resource-constrained mobile applications, the model size, runtime, and the energy consumption are key considerations. We evaluated these on NVIDIA TX2 Development Kit [40] by using depth estimation based on ARM-A57 CPU with 8GB of main memory running on a Linux OS, namely Ubuntu 16.04. TX2 is a mobile GPU core based on the Pascal architecture, which has 0.75 TFLOPS, and 7 W of thermal design power. We rebuilt common workstation environment, using TensorFlow r1.4 [39] , CUDA 8.0, and cuDNN 7.0, the only difference being that TensorFlow was custom-built to be run on the ARM architecture.
The results of running RRNet and other architectures on TX2 are summarized in Table 2 . RRNet had a total energy consumption of 64.07J, which was the lowest consumption among state-of-the-art architectures and it required approximately 3.84 times less power and 2.21 times faster than the baseline [1] . RRNet also outperformed in terms of memory usage and the amount of computation, as shown in Figure 4 .
We emphasize our energy consumption because the energy is affected by the runtime factor. In the real world, if the application is executed for an extended length of time, the difference of energy consumption and power increase and RRNet had the shortest runtime as seen in Figure 4 .
Therefore, we expect our method to have even greater benefit in such cases. We also analyzed the depth estimation result qualitatively, as shown in Table 4 .1. RRNet with r = 4 showed the best performance in terms of most evaluation metrics listed above except for δ < 1.25 with 0.003 difference and δ < 1.25 2 with 0.001 degrade. Moreover, the last row in Figure 4 suggests that the close-range traffic sign was well-recognized using the proposed method, compatible with baseline case [1] which is a highly complex model.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a RR block as the building blocks for a lightweight encoder-decoder networks. Our RR block is very efficient in terms of computational complexity and parameter size, facilitating improved design for encoder-decoder architectures. RRNet makes not only the encoder but also the decoder very lightweight. The proposed architecture is small enough to apply to mobile de- vices and differs from the previous encoder-decoder enhancement approach [4, 41] . RR Blocks can increase the effectiveness of the network designs, particularly for an encoder-decoder architecture. RR blocks can be stacked in feature maps with different scales and can also reduce feature maps by using pointwise convolutions with the CDCs, as shown in Figure 1 . The RR block can be repeated without burdening the memory issue. The RR block repetition direction can be either horizontal, vertical, or both. Through concatenating, atrous spatial pyramid type architecture [27] can also be supported by the proposed architecture, which can effectively compress feature information of the encoder in an RR block and reduce it in the decoder. We show such a scheme is pivotal in making lightweight and high-performance network designs.
We also introduced our backbone network RRNet, which is an encoder-decoder model that is very lightweight thanks to our RR Block. On a commercial mobile GPU, RRNet outperforms previous state-of-the-art models speeding the runtime by approximately 2.21 times, the energy savings of up to 3.84 times and memory savings of up to 3.06 times , with optimal performance.
We plan to apply the proposed RR block and RRNet to other applications such as semantic segmentation and object detection to evaluate its generalization capability. [10] Reza Mahjourian, Martin Wicke, and Anelia Angelova. Unsupervised learning of depth and ego-motion from monocular video using 3d geometric constraints. In Proceedings of CVPR, 2018. 1, 2
